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This semi-annual report for the Advanced Research Projects Agency

covers the portion of our studies of processes related to the upper atmosphere

conducted under ARPA Order Number 125-63 (Amd. 10), contract NONR-2584(00).

This report supplements and summarizes the results reported in the two

quarterly progress reports submitted to ARPA on November 30, 1963 and

February 28, 1964.

(a) Technical Papers Submitted for Publication or Presented at Technical

Meetings from September 1. 1963 to February 28, 1964.

1. G. J. Schulz, "Vibrational Excitation of N2, CO and H2 by Electron

Impact," submitted to The Physical Review. Technical Report 22 is attached.

(b) Names of Graduate and Post Doctoral Personnel Associated with the Contract

R. K. Asundi, Ph.D. University of Liverpool, 1962 (Starting Nov. 24, 1963).

P. J. Chantry, Ph.D. University College, 1961 (Starting Sept. 15, 1963).

A. G. Engelhardt, Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1961

A. V. Phelps, Sc.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1951

J. F. Nolan, Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1962

G. J. Schulz, Ph.D.,Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1954

(c) Statement of Technical Accomplishments

1. onoenergetic Electron Beams

(a) A mass spectrometer with ion energy selectcr has been put into

operation. Kinetic energy measurements have been made on various ions, most

prominently 0 from 02. It has been found that, surprisingly, the energy

distribution of 0 was much broader than expected. Various attempts to

ascribe this broadening to instrumental effects proved fruitless. A theory

was developed to show that a broadening of energy in dissociative reactions

may be expected. It is planned to check these considerations by further

experiments.
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(b) The work on resonances in elastic scattering has continued.

A tube was built which is used to study these resonances in transmission.

It turns out that this method is more sensitive than the method used

originally, which led to the discovery of these resonances in scattering

at an angle of 72 degrees. The tube has been found to operate in a

predictable manner and data are being taken at present.

2. Theoretical Studies

The interest in transport coefficients has continued. Comparison

between the theoretical drift velocities and D/g values as well as excitation

and ionization coefficients in helium with experiment has been made.

3. Electron and Radiation Transport in Alkali Vapors

Investigation of ionization coefficients in cesium-argon mixtures

has continued. Analysis of the data has yielded a rough value for the

electron ionization cross section for cesium, but the detailed agreement

between calculated and measured values of the ionization coefficient is

not good. It appears that ionization processes other than direct electron

ionization of cesium are taking place. Efforts are presently being made

to improve the quality of the data in order to separate the effects of

various ionization processes.

A. V. Phelp/ J. Schulz
Principal Inves igators
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'VIBRATIONAL EXCITATION OF ' CO, AND BY ELECTRON IMPACT

G. J. Schulz

Westinghouse Research Laboratories
Pittsburgh 35, Pennsylvania

ABSTRACT

&iThe cross section for vibrational excitation of N2, CO, and H2
by electron impact is measured using a double electrostatic analyzer.

Electrons are examined after scattering from the molecules at an angle of

72 degrees. Both N2 and CO exhibit a small vibrational cross section to

the first state below 1.7 eV and 1.0 eV, respectively, which is attributed

to direct excitation by electron impact. Above these energies, many

vibrational states are excited and the cross section becomes large; it is

postulated that the excitation proceeds via a compound state of N2 and

CO. The peak of the cross section occurs at 2.3 eV in N2 and 1.75 eV in

CO. In hydrogen, the cross section to the first vibratfinal state

predominates; the cross section to the second vibrational state of H2 is

about 14% of the first state, at an energy of 3.4 eV.

This research was supported in part by the Advanced Research Projects

Agency through the Office of Naval Research.
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The vibrational excitation of nitrogen molecules by electron impact

has been recently studied using a double electrostatic analyzer( 1). In

that experiment, to be referred to as Part 1, the forward scattered electrons

were analysed for energy losses, and it was found that the vibrational cross

section is large in the energy range between 1.7 and 3.5 eV; that many

vibrational levels become excited in this energy range; and that the cross

section for excitation to individual vibrational states exhibits structure.

These results confirm and extend two previous experiments on the vibrational

cross section in nitrogen(2'3 ). The results of Part I were interpreted in

terms of the existence of a temporary negative ion state, N2 . This

temporary negative ion state is believed to provide the mechanism for the

large observed cross section, the delayed onset of vibrational excitation, and

for the oscillatory nature of the energy dependence of the individual cross

sections.

Earlier theoretical treatments on vibrational excitation by electron

impact have been confined to the hydrogen molecule (4) but could not account

for the large vibrational cross section observed in hydrogen. Recently,

however, the vibrational cross section in nitrogen has also become the subject

of theoretical discussion(5,6 ), in which the theory of the compound state,

developed previously for nuclear resonances, is used for the interpretation of

the vibrational cross section.

The present experiment was undertaken in order to provide further

experimental evidence for the vibrational cross section behavior in nitrogen

and to extend the experimental technique to two other molecules.
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The experiment of Part I had two deficiencies; namely, (a) the

elastically scattered electrons could not be distinguished from the primary

beam since there is essentially no energy loss connected with the elastically

scattered electrons, and (b) the cross section to the first vibrational level,

v - 1, could not be measured because the residual background current from the

primary beam was too high. Both these deficiencies are associated with the

fact that electrons were analyzed in the forward direction. The present

experiment overcomes both these deficiencies by analyzing electrons at

another angle, which is arbitrarily chosen as 72 degrees. Also, it seemed

desirable to substantiate by means of an experiment at another angle the

basic conclusions resulting from the experiment of Part I -- namely, that

a compound state of the molecule is consistent with the observed vibrational

excitation.

I. DOUBLE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER

The dimensions of the electrostatic analyzers used in Part I have

been preserved, but the geometry of the collision chamber has been altered.

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the apparatus. Electrons emitted from

a thoria-coated iridium filament traverse the first electrostatic analyzer

at an energy 1.5 to 2.0 eV, and are focused by the entrance electrode near

the collision chamber. The electron beam is crossed by a molecular beam in

an equipotential region formed by gold-plated, tungsten grids. The electron

collector collects the primary electron beam, maintained around 10.9 amperes.

Those electrons scattered around an angle of 72 degrees are accepted by the
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second electrostatic analyzer, which is identical in dimensions to the first

one. Normally, the second electrostatic analyzer is tuned to an electron

energy identical to that of the first analyzer. Electrons passing the exit

slit of the second electrostatic analyzer impinge on the first dynode of a

ten-stage multiplier (DuMont 6292). A voltage of 1000 to 2000 volts is

applied to the multiplier. The last dynode (collector) of the multiplier is

removed from the commercial unit and a well-insulated collector is substituted.

This enables us to measure small currents at the output of the multiplier and

thus a large gain in the multiplier is not needed (7 ).

A vibrating-reed electrometer is used to measure the output current.

The vibrating-reed electrometer head and the associated electronic circuit is

operated at 1000-2000 volts positive with respect to ground potential. The

output of the vibrating-reed electrometer is brought back to ground potential

by using a servo-amplifier which drives a motor to which two ten turn

potentiometers are attached on a single, insulated shaft. The first potentiometer

is still at +1000 to +2000 volts, whereas the second is at ground potential.

This system proved to be linear and trouble-free.

A layout of the experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 2. Two

separate 300-liter/sec pumping systems communicate through a slit. The first

pumping system is used to remove the molecular beam and to provide the

differential pumping on the electrostatic analyzers. The second pumping system

reduces the pressure in the electron multiplier chamber. Liquid air traps are

used on both pumping system.. The flanges are assembled using gold gaskets.

The whole system is baked at 420 C and an ultimate pressure of 10-9 m HS is

usually achieved(8).
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Details of the operation of the electrostatic analyzers have been

given in Part I, and the reader is referred to that discussion. Just as in

Part I, the basic data are exhibited on an X-Y recorder in the form of a sweep

of the second electrostatic analyzer at a fixed incident electron energy.

This plot gives the energy distribution of the electrons scattered at

72 degrees. Figure 3 is replotted from an X-Y recorder trace for CO at an

incident electron energy of 2.05 eV. The plot is similar to the curves shown

in Part I for N2 with the exception that the first vibrational state, marked

v - 1, is now clearly resolved.

The features described in the subsequent sections were also studied

at an angle of 60 degrees. This tube, a precursor of the tube shown in

Figure 1, was very similar to it except that no multiplier was used on the

output. In order to incorporate an electron multiplier into this tube, the

angle had to be altered to 72 degrees. The half-width of the electron energy

distribution is about 0.06 eV.

II. RESULTS IN NITROGEN

Figure 4 shows the energy dependence of the vibrational cross sections

obtained with the new instrument at an angle of observation of 72 degrees in

nitrogen. It should be noted that the cross sections for v - 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

and 8 have a threshold above 1.7 eV just as has been reported in Part I,

whereas the cross section for v - I has a long, low energy "tail". This tail
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is interpreted as "direct" excitation of the first vibrational level by

electron impact. An analysis of transport coefficients by Engelhardt, Phelps,

and Risk(9), following the methods previously discussed(1 0 ), shows that this

"tail" extends down to the threshold of the v - 1 state at 0.3 eV. The

magnitude of the tail in Figure 4 is also in approximate agreement with their

analysis.

Because the elastically scattered electrons can now be separated

from the primary beam, one can obtain the ratio of inelastically to

elastically scattered electrons at the angle of observation. This ratio is

approximately 30% at 72 degrees and 15% at 60 degrees at an electron energy

of 2.3 eV, i.e., at the peak of the vibrational cross section. The inelastic

contribution of this ratio is obtained by suming the contributions of the

individual vibrational states.

It has been shown both experimentally and theoretically that the

differential elastic cross section at an electron energy of 2.3 eV has a

strong angular dependence, decreasing with increasing angle in the range

etween 60 and 72 degrees( 11) , the cross section at 72 degrees being

approximately 75of that at 60 degrees( 12 ), according to the experimental

results. This may be the reason why the results at 60 and 72 degrees are

different in magnitude. The total cross section at 2.3 eV is 2.5 x 1015

2 (13)
cm . Without knowing the details of the angular distribution of both the

elastic and inelastic cross sections, it is not possible to give a reliable

value for the vibrational cross section from the present experiments. Haas,

from a swarm experiment, gives the total vibrational cross section at the
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peak to be 3.8 x 1l 16 cm2 which is consistent with the present result, within

the severe limitations of the present experiment 14 ). If the ordinate of

Figure 4 is multiplied by 10 "16, an approxiate cross section scale (in cm2)

will result, giving Has' value for the sun of the vibrational cross sections.

The energy dependence of the elastic cross section is shown in

Figure 5. Four peaks are evident, and the position of these peaks on the

energy scale fits well into the pattern established by the peaks in the

vibrational cross section. This is predictable from the model proposed in

Part I and discussed further in the next section.

If we now add the vibrational cross sections so as to obtain the

total inelastic cross section, the curve shown in Figure 6 results. The

smooth curve drawn in Part I for the sum of v - 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7., and 8 is

now lost, and a secondary peak in the total inelastic cross section remains.

It should be noted that the shape of the present curve for the total vibrational

excitation is generally similar to that shown in Part 1; a slight dip at 2.1 eV

is evidenced in the curve of Part 1, although no significance was attached to

this dip at the time; this dip is more pronounced in the present data.

III. INTRRPRZTATIOI OF RRSULTS IN NITROGEN

The interpretation discussed in Part I and suggested previously(
15 )

is retained for the interpretation of the results, namely that a compound state,

N 2 exists around 2.3 eV. If the lifetime of the compound state is long

compared to the vibration time (of the order of 10'14 sec), vibrational
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structure would be well-developed and sharp. The incident electron excites

the nitrogen molecule from its ground vibrational state v - 0 to a compound

(v - 0, 1, 2, etc.) vibrational state and the system relaxes to the various

vibrational states of the ground electronic state. We can then associate

the first peak for the excitation of v - 1, 2, 3, ... 8, on Figure 4, as

proceeding via v - 0. The second peak, analogously, proceeds via v - I.

Using this model, all peaks via v - 0 should lie at the same energy. It in

obvious from Figure 4 that this is not the case. Rather, we see a shift

of the v - 0 peak to higher energies. This fact is brought out in Figure 7,

where we plot the energy at which various peaks occur as a function of the

final state of the system. The shift appears to be linear.

Herzenberg and Mandl( 5) have recently developed a theory using the

Kapur-Peierls formalism to account for the structure in the vibrational

cross section. From a fit of their theory to the experimental data of Part 1,

they arrive at the conclusion that the lifetime of the compound state is

comparable to the vibration time. They discuss two limiting situations,

namely, (a) the "impulse limit", where the lifetime of the compound state is

short compared to the vibration time, and (b) a "compound" limit, where the

lifetime is long compared to the vibration time. In the latter limit, they

find that the peaks all occur at the same energy, whereas the peaks occur at

different energies in the impulse limit. The experimental evidence seems to

point to a situation where aspects of both these limiting considerations are

involved. Because the shift of the peaks of Figure 7 is so striking, it seems

chat the theoretical model should offer a more satisfactory interpretation

for these results.
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IV. RESULTS IN CARBON MONOXIDE

The results obtained in carbon monoxide are very similar to those

obtained in nitrogen. Whereas many experiments under different experimental

conditions were performed in nitrogen, only enough experiments were performed

in carbon monoxide to establish the similarity in vibrational excitation of

these two molecules. Figure 3 shows the energy distribution of the electrons

after colliding with CO molecules, obtained by sweeping the second electro-

static analyzer while maintaining the incident electron energy at 2.05 eV.

The vibrational excitation is clearly evident up to v - 7. Figure 8 shows

the cross section of vibrational excitation to the various states of CO.

This plot is analogous to Figure 4 for N2. The absolute values of the cross

sections were obtained assuming isotropic scattering. The total vibrational

cross section, i.e., the sum of the cross sections to v - 1, 2, 3, 4, ... 7

is shown in Figure 9. The peak of this cross section occurs at 1.75 eV and

has a magnitude of 34% of the elastic, i.e., 8 x 10"16 cm2. The position of

the peak was previously found to occur at 1.7 eV, using the trapped-electron

method 3 ). It should be noted that even the magnitude of the measured cross

sections is of the same order of magnitude in CO as in N2 . The confidence

error in the magnitude of the absolute cross section is a factor of two.
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V. VIBRATIONAL EXCITATION IN HYDROGEN

The problem of vibrational excitation in H 2 is of great interest

because of conflicting evidence. Ramien(16 ) found a cross section for

vibrational excitation at 3.5 eV to be 4 z 1l0" 7 2 . Hoever, Allis and

Brown (17) find that a vibrational energy lose of the magnitude found by Rmien

is not needed for interpreting breakdown experiments in hydrogen. Others

state that they need to include vibrational excitation for the interpretation

of ionization coefficients ( 8' 19). The author, using the trapped electron

method, was unable to find an inelastic process near the threshold of the

(20)first vibrational state in H2 . He placed a limiting cross section of

10° 2 1 cm2 for the vibrational cross section at 0.63 eV (0.1 eV above the

threshold). This in itself is not in contradiction with Ramien's results

since the possibility exists that the threshold for vibrational excitation

occurs above 0.53 eV; this "delayed onset" is characteristic of compound

states.

Recently, Frost and Phelps(
10 ), and later IEngelhardt and Phelps (21)

performed an analysis of transport coefficients in hydrogen with the aim of

extricating the rotational, vibrational, and electronic cross sections.

Assuming that the shape of the theoretical cross section for rotational

excitation as a function of electron energy can be extended above the vibrational

threshold, they concluded that the vibrational cross section has a threshold

at 0.53 and rises monotonically to a peak value at 4 eV. The onset at 0.53 eV

is in disagreement with the results of the trapped electron method and, thus,

it seemed appropriate to re-examine the problem using the double electrostatic

analyzer.
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VI. RESULTS IN HYDROGEN

Figure 10 shows the energy spectrum of the scattered electrons

at an angle of 72 degrees. Only a single vibrational peak is evident in this

spectrum. Figure 10 is obtained in the same manner as Figure 3 for CO.

Figure 11 shows the energy dependence of the cross section. The absolute

value is obtained by assuming isotropic scattering. It is interesting to

note that the asstmption of isotropic scattering gives a reasonable total

cross section around 3.5 eV. indicated by the agreement with Ramien's data(
16)

shown by triangular points in Figure 11. The curve obtained by Engelhardt

and Phelps(2 1) (discussed in Section V) is shown dashed. Two regions of

disagreement exist: the threshold of their curve occurs at 0.53 eV and their

cross section is much higher above 3.0 eV.

It was thought possible originally that the disagreement in the

threshold behavior results from an anomalous behavior of the rotational

cross section in the vicinity of the vibrational threshold, since the theory

used for predicting the rotational cross section may break down near the

threshold for vibration. However, an analysis( 2 2 ) showed that a very large,

resonant type rotational cross section would have to exist Just above the

vibrational threshold in order to bring the present vibrational cross section

into agreement with transport coefficients. There seems to be no theoretical

justification for such a resonant type rotational cross section near the

vibrational threshold at the present time. It should be noted that the

threshold behavior can be analysed from transport coefficients with very

high sensitivity.
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The disagreement in the magnitude of the cross section at higher

energies may be due to inaccuracies in the assumed dissociation and excitation

cross sections in the analysis of Engelhardt and Phelps, or due to the presence

of an additional loss mechanism which has been observed in one set of

experiments (20) but is not understood. Frost and Phelps( 10 ), in an earlier

analysis of transport coefficients in H2 have been influenced in their

vibrational cross section determination by the data of Ramien and, therefore,

their vibrational cross section fits the present data better than the results

of Engelhardt and Phelps. The latter authors show that a good fit to transport

coefficient cannot be obtained by a fit to Ramien's data. Neither of the

above analyses have included the contribution of the cross section to the

second vibrational state, which will reduce the discrepancy.

Figure 11 also shows the cross section for excitation of the second

vibrational state in H2 (v - 2). Its peak cross section (at 3.4 eV) is 14%

of the peak cross section for v - I. It could not be traced outside the

energy range indicated by the two square points.

Chen and Magee (23 ) have predicted that vibrational excitation in

H could proceed via the repulsive state of H in the energy range 6 to 8 eV.2 H;

A search in that energy range shows no vibrational excitation above the limit

of the instrument, which is of the order of 5 x 10 cm . Intuitively, a

large vibrational cross section in this energy range is not expected ( 2 4 ) .
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

The data in N2 and CO confirm the conclusion that vibrational

excitation proceeds very efficiently via a compound state of the respective

molecules located around 2.3 eV in N2 and 1.7 eV in CO. Evidence for direct

vibrational excitation in N2 and CO has been found, but the cross section for

the direct process is an order of magnitude lower than that for excitation

via the compound state.

In hydrogen, the onset of vibrational excitation to the first

vibrational state is observed above the energy level of the first vibrational

state and the peak cross section is 6 x 10 cm . These two observations,

namely, the delayed onset and the large magnitude of the cross section, are

indicative of the possibility that vibrational excitation in hydrogen also

proceeds via a compound state located in the vicinity of 2.0 aV. Potential

energy curves calculated theoretically for the 1; system traverse the

Franck-Condon region at much higher energies. However, Dalgarno(2') has

raised the possibility that for small internuclear separation the the.y

may not approach the true potential energy curve for H2. Further theoretical

work will be needed before this question can be resolved.

The results in H2 are in agreement with the results of the trapped

electron method near threshold and the results of Ramien at 3.5 eV, but disagree

with the results of Engelhardt and Phelps. The latter disagreement should not

overshadow the fact that a large cross section for vibrational excitation in

hydrogen is now well established.
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More evidence is accumulating pointing to the fact that compound

states play a dominant role in collisions between electrons and atoms or

molecules. Examples are the vibrational excitation discussed in this paper,

the resonance found in the elastic scattering of helium and neon(2 6), the

two-electron excitation in helium (2 7), the theoretical prediction of a

resonance in atomic hydrogen (28 ), and negative ion formation(29 ), the

theoretical considerations of Baranger and Gerjuoy(3 0), and the autoioniuing

states, whose lifetime has been recently determined(31 ).
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Electron
Electron Collector Multiplier

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of double electrostatic analyzer. Electrons are
emitted from the thorla-coated iridium filament. They pass between
the cylindrical grids at an energy about 1.5 ev0 and are accelerated
into the collisIon chamber where they are crossed with a molecular
beam. Those electrons scattered Into the acceptance angle of the
second electrostatic analyzer pass between the cylindrical grids,
again at an energy approximately 1.5 ev. The electrons pass the
exit slit into the second chamber (see Fig. 2) and impinge onto an
electron multiplier. The shields are operated at lower voltages
than in Part I. i.e., about 5 v positive with respect to the 127
degree sections.
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Figure 2 Schematic diagram of vacuum envelope housing double electro-
static analyzer. The envelope is made of 304 stainless steel
and assembled using gold gaskets. The double electrostatic
analyzer (shown only schematically) is mounted on the plate
carrying the slit. This plate, together with the bellows and the
left-hand portion of the ground Joint is inserted from the left,
the multiplier assembly is inserted from the right, and the lead
to the final dynode of the electron multiplier is brought out from
the top. The head of the multiplier, inverted, is mounted on the
top of the tube.
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Figure 3 Energy spectrum of scattered electrons in CO at an incident
electron energy of 2.05 ev. The curve is obtained on an X-Y
recorder by keeping the incident electron energy constant and
sweeping the voltage on the second electrostatic analyzer.
The arrows at the bottom of the figure point to the known vibra-
tional states of CO. The first peak, marked v = 0 corresponds
to elastically scattered electrons. Numerous curves of this
type were taken in CO, H2 , and N 2 to provide the basic data

discussed in this paper.
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Figure 4 Energy dependence of the vibrational cross section of nitrogen
by electron impact. The curves are obtained from sets of
curves similar to Fig. 3 taken at different energies of the incident
electrons. When the ordinate numbers are multiplied by 10-16 a
cross section scale (in cm2 ) is obtained such as to give a total
vibrational cross section in agreement with Haas. See text for a
discussion of errors in cross section scale.
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Figure 5 Elastic scattering of electrons in N2 at 72 degrees v.s electron
energy in the eneigy range of the cJmpound state.
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Fig. 6. Sum of the vbrational cross sections to individual states vs

electron energy n 2 .
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Fig. 7. Position of the cross section peaks on the energy scale vs
quantum number of the final state. On a simply long-life model
of the compound state, all solid lines should be horizontal,
e.g., the first peak should occur at the sane energy,
regardless of the final vibrational state.
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Figure 8 Energy dependence of the vibrational cross section of CO to

the first eight vibrational states. Analogous to Fig. 4.
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